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With the introduction and continuous
expansion of the Internet of Things
(IoT), the world becomes more and
more connected. The combination
of “smart” devices, mobile or web
applications used to interact with
them and cloud services allowing
them connect with each other lead to
the development of overlapped IoT
ecosystems.
Moreover, as the IoT has long ago passed the barriers of
consumer products, organizations are making use of such
products and solutions, making them an integral part of
the ecosystem. In the ecosystem of IoT, manufacturers
of products hold one of the most important roles: they
are ultimately the ones that decide which features will be
included in their products.

Historically, the world of IoT has been driven in the past
years strongly by functionality. The products with the most
and more revolutionary features got an edge over their
competition. Recently, the aspect of cybersecurity in IoT
has become a topic that cannot be ignored.
Moreover, we are not at a point where cybersecurity
issues associated with these products are not theoretical
anymore, and can be very well take place on the products
that we use in our daily life. Scaling up this idea to the fact
that what we call today IoT is not anymore linked fully to
smart gadgets, but also includes vehicles, medical devices,
industrial and telecommunication equipment, and more,
gives the perspective of how critical a cybersecurity attack
can prove to be.
The IoT domain has lacked for many years a clear
set of relevant standards and frameworks to support
manufacturers in developing good security into their
products.

Luckily, these days are gone. At the present moment,
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What Standards to choose?
The fact that we have currently in place multiple examples
of recognized standards, frameworks or certifications is the
first step towards a better cybersecurity in our IoT products.
At the same time, this could easily have the opposite effect:
too many, partially overlapping standards could introduce
confusion and make developers undecided regarding
the best set of requirements to select for their products.
Very often, developers will needs to fight strict budgets
and timelines for the design of their products. Because of
that, there is very little room for the process of selecting a
reference standard, and a potential mistake made at that
point can turn to have important outcomes in the product
development lifecycle.
By making a good analysis on the recognition and
acceptance rate of a particular standard, it is possible to
focus on the best option for the specific product. With
regulations, it is slightly easier, as manufacturers will
know that they need to demonstrate certain compliance
requirements in order to obtain market access. In that
case, there will still be the aspect of converting regulatory
requirements into concrete requirements, which will still ask
for a meaningful selection.
Secura has a solid view on the standards and regulatory
landscape across IoT, by actively researching and contributing
in this field. Furthermore, Secura is an active member of
various security organizations, therefore being able to often
shape the contents of new standards and regulations.
Because of this, we are happy to support IoT product
manufacturers with the best options of security compliance,
tailored to their specific needs.
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Secura is your partner in the world of product security evaluation, compliance
and certification. Our portfolio of possible services includes a broad selection of
standards and certification schemes, covering multiple product domains. Because of
this, we define our services in line with Support and preparation, Compliance and
Certification/regulatory, for various types of connected products. This is summarized
below.
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